
A SYSTEM FOR COLOR BASED IMAGERETRIEVALTOM GIBARANote 0.1. This is a very preliminary version of a doc-ument that I am currently writing. My intention isthat the next revision will provide a much more coher-ent presentation of the ideas behind the system andcontain many more details. I am publishing it in itspresent state to coincide with the public availability ofits implementation;1 someone might �nd something in-teresting in this document even in its current reducedstate. 1. IntroductionPublishers, graphic artists and web designers areamong those who often need to �nd imagery matchedby both colour and theme to a particular brief. Stockphotography websites provide photographs and otherimagery for use by such professionals. Many have pro-vided thematic searching using keywords (or tags in theWeb 2.0 parlance) for some years and some sites havenow added colour based searching where a single colourmay be speci�ed together with other parameters.In providing a more �exible color based image searchthan single colour searching, there are a number oftechnical considerations that are not present with morecommonplace searches. A fully �edged image searchneeds to provide users with access to an extremely largenumber of images2 and with controls that allow themto search for multiple colours at a variable degree of ac-curacy and abundance. Text based online searches overlarge numbers of documents typically use an invertedindex3 but these requirements are not well suited tosuch an implementation.This document describes the preliminary implemen-tation of an image search system that seeks to addressthese issues. The system has the following characteris-tics:
• Search time is proportional to the number ofimages in the database, but the constant ofproportionality is extremely low.Date: 5th September 2007.1http://www.tomgibara.com/computer-vision/color-search/2Stock photography companies frequently carry 2 million ormore images.3http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inverted_index

• The storage required to index image colour datacan be tailored to requirements and typicallywill not exceed 128 bytes per image.
• All elements of the system are easily paral-lelized.
• Multiple colours may be searched for in a singlescan of the index.
• There is no signi�cant memory usage duringany phase of the system.The system operates in three distinct phases. Dur-ing the extraction phase, colour data is drawn froma collection of images after which indexing occurs atwhich point the extracted information is condensed forrapid retrieval. After these two phases, searching isperformed by scanning the index to identify imagesthat contain speci�ed colours. Each of these phasesis described separately in the sections that follow af-ter which more information is given about the currentimplementation and its future potential.2. ExtractionColor information is extracted from a sequence ofimages by processing each image in turn. All imagesare processed in an unspeci�ed RGB colorspace. Thepixels of each image are clustered using a fast spatialclustering algorithm4 on their colorspace coordinates.The clustering algorithm employed is potentially sen-sitive to bias in the order in which elements are pre-sented for clustering. The typical scanline coherenceexhibited by images may provide just such a bias. Toovercome this, pixels in the image are ordered by a fastde-coherence algorithm5 prior to clustering.The clustering algorithm has negligible memory re-quirements, scales linearly with the number of pixelsin the image but requires a maximum number of clus-ters to be speci�ed, which will e�ect performance. Forthis reason a modest maximum number of colours isspeci�ed, though this is not problematic since for thisapplication, only the dominant colours are required.As a natural consequence of its execution the algo-rithm generates data on the location, variance, abun-dance and mean of the colour clusters it identi�es,though at present only the last two of these are usedin the system.After extraction this colour data may either be in-dexed immediately or stored for subsequent indexing.4http://www.tomgibara.com/clustering/fast-spatial5http://www.tomgibara.com/computer-vision/minimizing-spatial-cohesion1



A SYSTEM FOR COLOR BASED IMAGE RETRIEVAL 23. IndexingThe accumulated color information is compiled intoan index for fast searching. Each image is assumed tohave a unique identi�er with a bounded length binaryrepresentation. This identi�er is stored in the indextogether with the color information which is encodedusing a �xed-length Bloom �lter.6 Each index recordis thus the pairing of an identi�er and a �lter; both�elds are �xed-length, therefore the record length isconstant. This facilitates fast linear scanning of anindex that can be stored in-memory or on-disk as asimple �xed-length record array.The colour information for a given image consists ofa small colour map that records the abundance of eachextracted colour. This map of colours is pruned by re-moving the least abundant colours. The remaining ele-ments are classi�ed into a small number of bands, basedon their abundance. A set is then created to which eachcolour is added at varying �xed degrees of quantization;this allows for approximate colour matching.The resulting set is converted into a �xed-lengthbyte array (irrespective of its size as per the character-istics of Bloom �lters) and appended to the index, fol-lowed by the image identi�er. In principle, new recordscan be added to any existing index in this way and re-moved by scanning the index for an image identi�erand zeroing the bits of its color data.4. SearchingA search on an index begins with a set of coloursthat are being sought within an image. A minimumquantization and minimum abundance may have beenspeci�ed for any or all of the colours speci�ed; in theabsence of speci�ed minimums, the least possible valueis assumed. For each colour, the abundancy bands andquantization degrees that equal or exceed its speci�edminimums are enumerated and individual Bloom �ltersare constructed for each combination.The result is a set of Bloom �lters which match eachcolour with a desired abundance and accuracy (degreeof quantization). Each of these �lters is then bitwisecompared with each �lter in the index. The result ofeach comparison can be scored individually with moreaccurate (less quantized) and more substantial (moreabundant) matches scoring more highly. These indi-vidual scores can then be combined to create an over-all score. In principle, the scoring policy can be chosenindividually for each search. Records which containevery colour in the query and which exceed a mini-mum score result in a matching image; the score maybe used to order search results for presentation of thebest matches �rst. The associated image identi�er maybe used to retrieve further information about the imagefor presentation to the user.6http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bloom_filter

5. Current ImplementationAt present, the system is implemented as a set ofthree small Java applications that each execute onephase. The applications are all run using the SunJava 6 Runtime under Windows NT Professional ona 2.1Ghz Intel Core Duo workstation.The �rst application uses the Flickr API to obtaina list of interesting7 photographs. One medium-sized8image is downloaded for each photograph from which amaximum of 15 colours are extracted using clusteringas described above; the colours are obtained from thecluster centres, and their frequencies from the clustersizes. A unique 64 bit identi�er (Java long) is assignedto the image and, together with the colour data andsome Flickr URLs, is stored in a PostgreSQL database.This process typically takes between 0.5s and 1s perphotograph.A second application uses JDBC to retrieve all theimages and their associated colours from the PostgreSQLdatabase, ordered by their identi�er. Images are classi-�ed into 5 abundancy bands (3%-20%, 21%-40%, 41%-60%, 61%-80%, 81%-100%) and quantized at three lev-els by removing the last 2, 4, and 6 bits of their 8 bitRGB colour coordinates. Each set of colours is encodedinto a 128 byte Bloom �lter and, together with the im-age identi�er, written sequentially to an index �le. The1024 bit �lter uses 11 independent hashes drawn from aSHA512 digest. To date, approximately 44,000 imageshave been recorded in the database and subsequentlyindexed. Performing the SELECT statement takes7.5s and indexing the returned rows a further 25s.The �nal application embeds Jetty to provide anextremely simple web based search system. A set ofcolours is parsed from the HTTP query string, a searchconstructed from those colours, and HTML page gen-erated from the search results. Searching is conductedby scanning the color index �le as outlined in the previ-ous section. Scoring uses the formula: (a + 1)2b where
0 ≤ a ≤ 2 is the ordinal of the accuracy level and
0 ≤ b ≤ 4 is the ordinal of the abundancy band. Scan-ning the index and ordering the search results typicallytakes from 60ms (for a single colour search) to 170ms(for a four colour search).As yet, no optimization has been performed on anyof the above applications. In particular, the searchapplication performs no caching - all data is read fromdisk on each request. No attempt has been made tointroduce parallelism into any of the processes.6. Future WorkIn no particular order, the following additional workcould be undertaken to improve the search system:7Interesting here is de�ned by the Flickr website8In this context medium-sized means that neither dimensionexceeds 500 pixels
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• Improving the search interface; allowing usersto weight searches for accuracy/frequency.
• Adding colour localization; the clustering algo-rithm can be easily extended to provide a phys-ical centre for the colours it clusters, this couldbe recorded in the index and used in searches.
• Combining colour extraction with other imageanalysis algorithms; composition, shapes, tex-tures and other image features could be ex-tracted.
• Unifying with searches on photo tags; the Bloom�lters operate independently of the set elementsthey encode, Flickr tags could easily be addedto the �lters and the search could combine tagand colour searching in one index.
• Taking advantage of parallelism; the index caneasily be split into multiple segments that areindependently queried.
• Implementing index �le caching; for small in-dices such as the current one, it should be anoption for the index to be stored in memory.
• Analyzing performance metrics; various sys-tem components need to be analyzed for theirperformance characteristics, especially at scalescomparable to real usage scenarios.
• Identifying best bands and levels; the granu-larity of color-frequency and color-quantizationthat users require needs to be determined throughexperiment.
• Mutating the index; it should be possible toadjust the index (by adding, removing or mod-ifying records) without rebuilding the entire in-dex.
• Partitioning the index; by using bit-patterntechniques (or others) the index can be decom-posed into (possibly overlapping) sub-indicesthat can be individually scanned - this is vitalto ensure sub-linear search times.


